
     A self-portrait is a portrait where the artist is also the subject.  Usually it is in the form of a painting, drawing, or similar 
graphic image; self-portraits  occur in other media such as sculpture, photography, cinema, literature, and digital art.  A good 
portrait tries to let the viewer see into the soul of a person….

Your job is to paint a self portrait of yourself using your real life "Mug Shot" as  a guide.  You will  need to use painting strategies 
to create your piece.  Remember that your goal is to have a finished piece that looks like a painting of yourself.

 

-You can only use these Tools: Paintbrush, Selection tools, Smudge, Eraser tool, Color picker, & Eyedropper tool.

-You will then import that picture into PhotoShop.

-Canvas: needs to be: 11x14inches  (only)

-The resolution: 300

-Color Mode: RGB 8bit

-Background: (Transparent)  

-Number of Layers: You can only use 3-4 layers.

Top layer is your "Painting Layer", the the next layer is your “Hair Layer”, the next layer “Self-Portrait Photo”, 

the Bottom layer is “Background” blank & transparent. (you can add a background picture at the end if desired)

MUG SHOT

 Due Date:

DIGITAL ART LANGUAGE

Assignment

Required Techniques

ENDURING UNDERSTANDING
Artists use a variety of problem solving and decision making skills to apply the 
elements & principles of art and sensory and expressive features in works of art. 

OVERAL ARTISTIC GOAL FOR THIS ASSIGNMENT:
  Student Goals are  is to learn how Lines and shapes, and colors 

make up the form of our faces.  

Another goal is to learn how to see lines, shapes, form, and 
color in art. 

SELF PORTRAITDIGITAL ART 

ESSENTAL QUESTION:
Why and how do artists apply the elements & principles of Art in works of art? 

* MAIN (EPA) ELEMENTS & PRINCIPLES OF ART APPLIED TO THIS
ASSIGNMENT:
 
LINE

SHAPE

FORM

VALUE

EMPHASIS

BALANCE

PROPORTION

UNITY
* In everyone of my assignments ALL the Elements and Principles of Art could be 
listed, these are just the Main (EPA) emphased in this spicific assignments. 

(you will be tested on your knowledge of these important technology terms).

1. Opacity:

2. Pixel:

3. Layers:

4. Selection:
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